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Washington, DC – January 17, 2023 – Sumaria Systems, a leading provider of professional, 
technology, engineering, and management services to the U.S. Government, has announced the 
appointment of Dave Dzaran to Chief Executive Officer (CEO). As CEO, Dave will oversee the 
continued growth of the company and sustain the strong culture built on performance, teamwork 
and commitment to its customers, partners, and employees. 

Before joining Sumaria, Dave served most recently as a Deputy Program Director at the National 
Reconnaissance Office (NRO).  He began his career as an Air Force officer and served over 20 
years working the development and delivery of a variety of -cutting edge, advanced airborne and 
space Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) systems.  After his USAF retirement, 
Dave served as the CEO for Centauri (formerly known as Integrity Applications International) 
for 15 years, during which he transformed the company by expanding capabilities, infrastructure, 
as well as the depth and breadth of products and services.  Centauri provided high-end 
engineering solutions for national security missions focused on space, intelligence, cyber and 
emerging technologies, including directed energy and autonomous vehicles.   

“Dave is a proven leader with over 38 years of executive leadership experience working in 
sensor and spacecraft design, system engineering, development, integration, and testing.” said 
Edward P. Marram, Chairman of the Board. “In addition to his technical background, Dave is an 
accomplished CEO, and we are extremely fortunate to have him join our management team.” 

About Sumaria Systems 

Sumaria Systems, LLC provides professional, technology, engineering, and management 
services to the U.S. Government. Headquartered in Danvers, MA with operations across the US, 
Sumaria’ brings exceptional past performance, certified and validated processes, and an 
unwavering commitment to  mission success.  Sumaria provides specialized professionals for 
every need, with flexible contract vehicles to serve the requirements of our customers. We 
operate with the highest degree of integrity, objectivity, and competency to provide outstanding 
performance and maintain long-term relationships with our customers, partners, and employees. 

For more information, please visit: http://www.sumaria.com 


